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Allendale DDA approves
$350,000 park,
sidewalk projects
By Garrett Pelican
GVL Staff Writer

GVL / Garrett Pelican
James Barr, 30, lives in his van to save money while attending GVSU. After traveling and holding various jobs, Barr returned to school to major in geology.

Life at a different VANtage point
Geology major living
in van uses life
experiences to guide
educational goals
By Garrett Pelican
GVL Staff Writer

The
term
“non-traditional”
typically refers to students who are
older, employed full-time, have
dependents aside from spouses or any
number of recognized distinctions. At
30 years old, James Barr - a senior
geology major at Grand Valley State
University - meets that criteria, but
the Lake Tahoe native also lends an
entirely new meaning to that term.
A tall, energetic man with a
youthful demeanor, Barr strikes an
impression far from one dealing
with any sort of hardship. But his
reality spins a different tale than his

appearance and vibrant personality
would suggest.
While most students - even nontraditional ones - live in a dorm, an
apartment or a house, James lives in
a van. Given his residence’s unusual
nature, some might wonder how Barr
got himself into such a precarious
position.
Run in with border patrol ends
stint as king crab fisherman
The story behind it began when he
was a student at Utah State University
several years back. After applying for
and receiving an opportunity to study
abroad in Nova Scotia, he found that
Canadian immigration authorities
refused him entry into the country
because of a shoplifting ticket he had
accrued after stealing a pair of shoes
from a thrift store.
“That pair of shoes ended up
costing me $3,000,” he said. “It just
goes to show you never know what
will come back to bite you in the ass

or what the consequences of your
Still, Barr persisted and worked
actions will be. When I came back I
shifts that stretched sometimes as
had no desire to return to school.”
long as six days without rest.
After
leaving
“There
were
“Hardships are
times I was making
school, Barr spent six
17 cents an hour and
years drifting from
hard, there's really
times I was making
job to job, including
nothing more
$200 an hour,” he
work at ski resorts
you can do but
said. “And when
and even a stint as a
king crab fisherman
we'd be done, we’d
struggle through
go out and hammer
in the Bering Sea.
them content with
With little experience
the ice off the
a resolve that life
boat. It was a great
in the profession,
experience.”
Barr said his role as
goes on.”
Barr said it was
a fisherman was the
JAMES BARR
that
hardest, albeit best
job that taught
GVSU SENIOR
him his favorite
job he has ever had.
motto: “100 percent,
“We
were
100 percent of the time.”
enduring 45-foot waves on a boat
Tbition or housing ultimatum
that was originally built to cruise
leads to van lifestyle
the Mississippi River,” he said. “I
After hitchhiking back to the
remember the first time out seeing
the waves come over the bow and Lower Peninsula, Barr decided to
being so seasick that I was paralyzed
See Van, A2
basically.”

Senate, CLAS propose addition of* fall break
Long weekend in fall semester would break up calendar’s 11 weeks of uninterrupted class
semester.
In the current calendar, students
GVL Editor in Chief
face 11 weeks of uninterrupted classes
If the latest collaboration between following Labor Day weekend — a
Student Senate and the College of stretch CLAS Dean Frederick Antczak
Liberal Arts and Sciences is a success, said is just too long.
“Freshmen come here maybe not
students can expect a few more
having gone more than six or seven
vacation days in future fall semesters.
Though still in the research weeks without a day or two off and
process, the CLAS Student Advisory they are plunged into this environment,
Comm i ttee and Student Senate Cam pus which is twice as intense,” he said.
Affairs Committee are working to “Freshmen don’t anticipate everything
coming this fast and
craft a resolution
“Freshmen
returning
students
proposing the addition
are still trying to
of a fall break to the
don't anticipate
adapt to the rhythms
university’s academic
everything coming
of college.”
calendar.
this fast and
Conley
also
“We have our
stressed the impact a
spring, or winter,
returning students
fall break could have
break in the winter
are still trying
on the mental and
(semester), so it only
to adapt to the
physical well being
makes sense to have a
of
Grand Valley
sort of parallel to that
rhythms of college.’
State
University’s
in fall,” said Zachary
FREDERICK ANTCZAK I freshmen.
Conley, vice president
GVSU DEAN OF CLAS
“The
main
of the campus affairs
impetus for it was
committee.
“After
midterms it’s nice to have that break the retention of freshmen to give
to recuperate and reevaluate the them a little bit of a break in between
their first year.” Conley said. “We’re
kx>king at other studies to see the
success of schools that do have this
break (to determine) if there has been
an impact and that strengthens the
(argument) for Grand Valley if having
a fall break shows improvement and
INDEX
retention.”
While this is not the first time a fall
break has been proposed, Antczak said
he believes the issue is closer to seeing
resolution than ever before.
News............................. A3
Petra Alsoofy, who brought the
issue from the CLAS student advisory
Nation / World............. A4
committee to Student Senate, said the
Opinion........................ A5
issue has already received significant
Laker Life...................... ..A6
campus support.
“The board has talked about the

By Jenny Whalen
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Sports..........................
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Marketplace.............. . B5

issue with other students, faculty and
departments on campus to get the feel
of where people stand on it,” Alsoofy
said. “After seeing huge support from
almost everyone we talked to, we
started talking about specific details.”
Now working with the campus
affairs committee, these details
have come to include researching
the rationale of other schools for
implementing a fall break, the impact
on freshmen retention rates and
possible dates for the break itself.
“We’ve always been deterred by
the need for fall semester to have the
same number of Mondays, Tuesdays,

SUNOM

Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays,”
Antczak said. “There are four-hour
courses, courses taught once a week
and labs on one particular day and
you can’t get two weeks out of the
lesson.”
As the proposal moves forward,
the CLAS student advisory committee
and campus affairs committee will
work to identify fall calendar dates
that could be shifted to allow for a
mid-semester break.
Antczak suggested one possible
solution would be to make the Tuesday
following Labor Day a class day and

See Fall Break, A2

The Allendale Downtown Develop
Authority has given the go-ahead for
several Allendale Community Park
projects as well as two sidewalk projects
to get underway as soon as August.
The projects, which are estimated
to cost more than $350XXX) (with the
parks projects valued at $220,400
and the sidewalks at $135,000), are
intended to “improve the quality of
life,” said Candy Kraker. the Allendale
Charter Township clerk and chair of the
Parks and Recreation Committee.
Jerry Alkema, the Allendale Charter
Township Supervisor, voiced similar
feelings.
“We just try to make Allendale a
better place to live,” Alkema said. “As
far as sidewalks, we’re trying to get
them going down
main
streets.
“We work
Some of the
improvements in very hard to
the parks, we’re
represent
getting more and
the
needs
more use so we’re
trying to make
of the
improvements
community,
there.”
Kraker
including
agreed,
saying
the GVSU
the additions to
the parks would community.”
help to fulfill the
CINDY
commun ity’s
KRAKER
recreational
ALLENDALE
needs.
CLERK
The
parks
projects include
parking lots estimated to cost $ 120 XXX)
to provide expanded parking at
Allendale Township Hall along with
added parking at local baseball fields.
In addition, Kraker said the added
lights - estimated to cost $50,000 will allow little leaguers and adult
softball leagues to double their use of
the fields.
Despite initial reports indicating the
“splash pad” valued at $25j000 would
be put on hold, Kraker said the DDA
has approved the project.
“The splash pad was approved for a
2010 project by the DDA for $11,650.
There is a family in Allendale who is
contributing $ 12XXX) from their fund in
the Allendale Community Foundation,”
Kraker said. “I am contributing $550
from the fund 1 established in the
Allendale Community Foundation in
memory of my husband who passed
away in 2003, and we are applying for
a grant to the Allendale Community
Foundation from the Greatest Needs
Fund to fund the balance, which is
$800.”
In addition, the plans include
funding of $23XXX) for driveway lights
- approved for safety reasons - and an
additional $2,400 for a pickle ball court,
a request from several senior citizens in
the community.
Meanwhile, the sidewalk projects
slated for the east side of 60th Avenue
will take place from Burg Gemmen
Street south to Maple Bend Trail and
from Dewpoint Drive north to existing
sidewalk. The added sidewalks will
cost an estimated $60,500 and $74,500
respectively.
Parks and Recreation Committee
member Tim Smit said safety provided
a good reason to support the sidewalk
improvements.
“It comes down to making the area
more pedestrian friendly and ultimately

See DDA, A2
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GVL / Andrew Mills
The Allendale Downtown Development
Authority recently authorized spending
GVL Graphic

to update the Allendale Community

If the Board of Trustees votes to implement a fall break, the four-day vacation

Park and add sidewalks to the east

would probably fall during the weekend following fall semester midterms.

side of 60th Avenue.
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attend GVSU to finish his
schooling. Having only enough
money to afford either tuition or
housing, Barr chose the former
and enrolled at GVSU. Not

This was the energy reduction
from last year in the month of
September
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eligible for financial aid at the
time because of a marijuana
charge on his record, Barr went
door-to-door asking people
if he could park his van on
their properties and stay there,
something he has done since
2(X)6. Even so, Barr insisted that
his situation is not as difficult as
it might seem to the observer.
“I have all the comforts
you would have in your own
apartment,” Barr said. ‘‘I’ve
got a microwave, a toaster
oven, a television, a VCR and
a Playstation. I’ve even got
heating during the winter and
air conditioning during the
summer.”
On a typical day, Barr wakes
up, gets dressed and drives to
school on his moped - a thought
he finds amusing.
“It’s just funny that I live in
a van and I drive a moped,” he
said, laughing.
When he arrives on campus,
Barr showers, eats breakfast

Picture yourseif here...
24-hour fitness center
Fully-equipped game room
A cozy, quiet place to study
Individual leases
Free

throughout

the community
Large spacious units
Privately locking bedrooms
with your own bathroom
Full size washer and dryer
Free expanded cable
1, 2 and 4 bedrooms available
Rates starting at
only

Open Monday

$395 /mo.
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and studies until lunch time.
After eating lunch,he continues
his studies until dinner, which
he usually eats on campus,
be fixe going home to sleep.
Despite enduring challenging
living conditions, Barr said
his circumstances could be far
worse.
“One of my best friends is
a woman who attends Thomas
Cooley Law School and she has
been sleeping in the trunk of her
Honda Civic without the luxury
of heat or electricity for longer
than I have been in my van,”
he said. “When I think of her,
1 am so grateful for the luxuries
I enjoy which most would
consider inadequate. She tells
me that it’s not as bad I might
think and I can only imagine
what everyone else feels about
it.”
GVSU professors serve as
inspiratioii to education
Having maintained a 3.3
GPA, along with conducting
research projects in conjunction
with various faculty members,
Barr said he owes his success to
his passion for learning.
Barr cited the beauty of
nature, family and the people
he has met and come to know
personally as his inspirations,
including his GVSU professors,
specifically Ginny Peterson
and Peter Wampler. Peterson,
Barr noted, is one of the most
knowledgeable professors he
has ever had taken. Barr has
also conducted field research
with Peterson.
Peterson,
an
associate
professor of geology, said the
qualities that set Barr apart are

his enthusiasm, curiosity and
resourcefulness.
“He’s a pretty gcxxi problem
solver,” she added. “He’s a
non-traditional student, and
he’s been around a lot longer
and had a lot of experiences
... Living in a van, you’ve got
to be resourceful. He’s had to
fend for himself a bit, and he’s
figured out how to do things
with only what he has at hand. 1
think that’s an important quality
in a student, to be a critical
thinker and using what you
have to accomplish what you
need to.”
Because GVSU does not
offer Field Camp, a six-week
mapping course and the only
one he needs to graduate,
Barr stays busy in a variety of
ways — studying, applying to
graduate schools and running
errands for Arleen Dygert, a
local senior citizen who has let
Barr park at her residence for
the past three years in exchange
for his help.
“1 was glad to be able to
help him out,” Dygert, who also
provides Barr with electricity
that he helps pay for, along with
the occasional meal, said. “I
give him credit for living under
those conditions and going to
school at the same time.”
Hardships
serve
as
learning experience, urge
Barr to persevere1
Barr’s experience living in
a van may seem tragic to the
traditional student, but he does
not see it that way. Instead, Barr
encouraged others to persevere
through challenging times
similar to his own.

“Hardships are hard, there’s
really nothing more you can
do but struggle through them
content with a resolve that
life goes on,” he said. “When
they are finally over, the relief
that comes, and the wisdom
and experience gained, can
sometimes make them all
worthwhile. And if not, well
that’s life, right? But if you take
time for little things, even just
to step outside, breathe deep
and be thankful for the breath of
fresh air and dream of different
days to come, it can make life’s
hardships easier to endure. It’s
the little things that define us,
give us joy and make life worth
living.”
Outside of school, Barr
enjoys the outdoors, specifically
skiing,
snowboarding,
swimming,
camping
and
backpacking, as well as art
activities such as painting,
pottery and staining glass. As
for his future plans, Barr said he
plans to pursue graduate school,
but beyond that his journey is
open-ended.
“My dream job would be
a detail bedrtx:k mapper in
Alaska, working for the United
States geological survey,” he
said. “Very few geologists get
into that kind of work because
there’s not much of it left. A lot
of the United States has been
mapped, but not a lot of Alaska
has been mapped in detail.”
If nothing else, Barr said
he would like to thank all the
people he has met and those
who have helped him along the
way since enrolling at GVSU.

Fall Break

said his committee intends to
have the resolution for this issue
to that body by the end of the
semester.
“We want to make sure that
we do this well and that it is
well-researched and has a lot
of backing so at the end of the
semester it has weight and shows
that a lot thought has been put
into it,” Conley said. “We hope
it really has that impact and (the

board will) take it very seriously
and (work toward making) it a
reality the following year.”
Students can voice their
questions,
concerns
and
opinions on the issue through
the Facebook group “Midterm
Fall Break at Grand Valley State
University” or by e-mailing the
campus affairs committee at
gvsu .sscact^gmail .com.

and Recreation Plan.” she said,
noting the committee also
surveys students from Grand
Valley State University.
Kraker said the various
projects’
approvals
have
generated positive feedback
from the community.
“We work very hard to
represent the needs of the
community,
including
the
GVSU community,” she said.
“We are very aware of the need
for sidewalks on 48th Avenue.
This roadway is slated for
improvements by the Ottawa
County Road Commission in
the near future, and at that time,
sidewalks will be included in
those improvements.

“Also, if there are any
specific needs that GVSU
students have that they would
like to see addressed in the
Allendale Community Park,
please contact me,” she added.
“I was elected to represent you,
too.”
Kraker urged students to
take advantage of the park and
its facilities located at 6676
Lake Michigan Drive, behind
the township office.
“Allendale is your home
away from home and the park is
for you to use," Kraker said.
Kraker can be reached by
e-mail at candy@allendale-twp.
otg.

Kpelit an @ lanthorn jcom
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continued from page A1

extend the fall semester one
extra day.
“As long as we stay with a
four-day weekend, there are lots
of possibilities,” he added.
Review and revision of the
university’s academic calendar
is the responsibility of the
Board of Trustees and Conley

Wash your hands for
at least 20 seconds.

DDA

mmaturnmnwasnsm

continued from page A1

safer,” Smit said. “People are
more likely to walk down the
sidewalks than on the road.”
The projects originated
with the Parks and Recreation
Committee, who proposed
them to the DDA in 2009 for the
2010 budget. The proposals are
based on determined need and
available funding.
Kraker said the need is
drawn from a variety of sources,
including surveys - the most
current being one from 2008.
“We do a survey every
five years, in conjunction with
updating the Towhship Parks

Cwer your cough
m mstp art mt nm « arm.)
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Social Justice Activist
"The Front Lines of the War Against Child Sex Trafficking"

(.Tver the past twenty years, Brigitte and Joseph have
worked to bring world-wide attention to the tragic crisis
of the sex trade. Each year more than ONE MILLION
women and children are kidnapped and sold into sex
slavery. Main Nepal, founded by Brigitte and Joseph is
a charitable organization based in Kathmandu. Nepal,
formed in 1991 to combat the sex trafficking of women
and children.

For more information, please call (616) 234-3390.
• Free and open to the public
• On-campus parking $3.00 (with discount pass)
• Lectures begin at 7 p.nt. at Fountain Street Church, 24 Fountain NE
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Students recognize James Sanford's excellence
Police search for missing
restroom signs

Police are searching for
two stolen signs from the
restrooms in the Kirkhof
Center basement. The
restroom entryway signs,
which had been vandalized
to resemble Pac-Man and
a blue ghost, are valued
at more than $ l(X) each.
Anyone with information
should call the Department
of Public Safety at (616)
331-3255.
GVSU receives presidential
recognition for service

Along with 115 other
Universities, Grand Valley
State University has been
named a member of the
2009 President’s Higher
Education
Community
Service Honor Roll With
Distinction.
While 1,700 schools
made the honor roll, only
115 received “distinction.”
The
institutions
were
picked for their variety
and innovation of service
projects, percentage of
student participation and
extent to which the school
offers academic servicelearning courses.
The Corporation for
National and Community
Service oversees the I lonor
Roll award along with the
Department of Education,
Department of Housing
and Urban Development,
Campus Compact and
the American Council on
Education.
College of Health
Professions group advising

Today at noon at the
Kirkhof Center room 2259
group advising sessions
are available for any
student who is interested
in learning more about the
various programs offered
through the College of
Health Professions.
Each
session
will
provide
students
with
information pertaining to
a specific undergraduate
major
or
graduate
program.
Individual advising will
not be available.
To schedule a oneon-one
appointment,
call (616) 331-3356 or
contact Michelle Beede at
beedemi@gvsu.edu.
Small business panel at
Pew Campus

Today from 6 p.m.
to 9 p.m. at the Pew
Campus DeVos Center,
107C University Club,
Minorities Interested in
Business will host a small
business panel with local
minority business owners
who will talk about their
experiences with starting
their own businesses.
There will also be
discussion on how to write
a business plan.
Snacksand refreshments
will be provided, so RSVP
to
mib.at.gvsu@gamil.
com, seating is limited.
WELL Program

Tuesday from 7 p.m.
to 8 p.m. in North Living
Center C, Rachel Rhodes,
peer educator for the
WELL
program,
will
host Assessing your SelfEsteem & Self Concept.
The
workshop
is
intended to teach students
how to build upon their self
esteem and self concept by
showing what factors affect
it and how to build a more
positive self concept.
Questions or concerns
should be directed to Sue
Dilsworth at dilsworsfc
gvsu.edu

Business school
professor of 30 years
receives Student Award
for Faculty Excellence

students for various awards, and we
continually hear about how passionate
and helpful he is to his students. We
are also familiar with Sanford as an
active part of faculty governance at
GVSU, so he is deeply committed to
the overall campus community, which
By Anya Zentmeyer
is something we greatly admire.”
GVL Assistant News Editor
Sanford grew up in Indianapolis
After 30 years of loyal employment in a big family of eight, where he
to Grand Valley State University, developed an affinity for reading
Seidman Business Sch(X)l professor books and sharing ideas.
“I think because
James
Sanford
is
“In a way,
nobody ever told me
finally SAFE; he is
anything, I wanted to
the Student Award for
(professors) are
try to explain things to
Faculty
Excellence
sort of like farmers.
other people,” Sanford
recipient for this year
We throw out
said. “It was like ‘no
and said he feels
one
told me anything,
“lucky” to be so.
seeds of knowledge
but I want to tell
“I
think
quite
but we never know
you.’”
frankly that there are
He attended Indiana
where things are
a lot of good teachers
University for his
here,” Sanford said.
going to sprout”
degree in accounting
“So 1 felt like I was
JAMES SANFORD
and then went on to
really lucky to be
GVSU PROFESSOR
attend law school there.
selected when there
Later, he practiced law
are so many good people here.”
but
did
not
feel
as if it was his true
William Selesky, Student Senate
vice president of educational affairs, calling and, after guest teaching a
was part of the selection process class near Detroit for a year, felt a pull
and thought Sanford a fitting toward teaching instead.
“The funny thing about practicing
choice because of his passion and
law is that I had a lot of interesting
dedication.
“Professor Sanford is a professor clients and it was OK, but my heart
that the EAC has heard about from just wasn’t in it,” Sanford said. “My
students for many semesters,” Selsky problem as a lawyer was that I could
said. “He is always nominated by always see both sides of an argument

•♦
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the community. Professor Sanford wil
always dedicate himself to bettering
the GVSU and the community aroum
him and that deserves any award.”
Sanford, an advocate of ethics ant
honesty in the workplace, stresses tht
importance of doing a job you love
and doing it right. That, he said, is his
secret to a successful career.
“1 tell students, if you develop
reputation for being honest and ethical
people will bring you opportunities
because they are looking for people
like you,” he said.
The award, Sanford said, is both
flattering and humbling to him
flattering to be recognized anc
humbling to know he was chosen
among the other worthy teachers.
Sanford is proudest of the studentteacher bond he has established with
his students. It is not something that
can be harvested in 25 minutes, he said,
but rather takes a whole semester.
Lime is no matter to Sanford, who
is happy to be where he is, doing what
he has done best for the past 30 years.
“1 get up in the morning and I can’t
wait to get to work,” he said. “I’ve got
a job that I love. Obviously, awards are
nice, but what’s good is that feeling of
making a difference in someone’s life.
In a way, we’re sort of like farmers.
We throw out seeds of knowledge but
we never know where things are going
to sprout.”

assistantnews@lanthorn .com

Poll: 31 percent still blame Bush for economy
Student political leaders refute poll, agree
economic failure not fault of one individual
College Democrats, and Tomei both
recognized the struggle presidents have
GVL Staff Writer
to improve the economic downturn but
When the economy begins to disagreed on whether or not the steps
plummet, people often start looking taken by the Obama administration
for someone to blame, with presidents will correct the situation.
usually taking the brunt of the negative
“I believe that President Obama and
attention. In a New York Times/CBS the Democratic majority in Congress
News survey released in February, 31
have effectively addressed the needs of
percent of Americans
the average American
“The economy is
said the George W.
through the Economic
Bush administration is
Recovery Act passed
going to fluctuate
at fault for the current
last February, though
regardless of the
economy,
while
many people probably
7
percent
believe
president... ”
don’t realize what they
President
Barack
have done,” LeBlanc
Obama is to blame.
said.
DAN GIEDMAN
The
student
Tomei, meanwhile,
GVSU ASSOCIATE
political leaders at
said Obama has made
PROFESSOR OF
Grand Valley State
the economic problem
ECONOMICS
University, however,
worse by using “out of
refute
the
polls
control” spending and
findings and agree presidents are not bailouts, which he believes Congress
solely responsible when the economy should never had passed. The best
goes bad.
thing to do, Tomei said, was to work
“It is not a problem you can pin for Republicans to be elected into
on one person,” said Justin Tomei, office this November.
president of the College Republicans.
Dan Giedeman, associate professor
“Too much blame is given to of economics, agreed presidents have
presidents when things go badly and a lot less influence on the economy
too much credit when things go well. than most people think, but overall,
This country would be so much better the economy is less affected by
off if people realized they are not politics than politics are affected by
entitled to anything and need to take the economy.
responsibility for their own actions
“The economy is going to fluctuate
rather than search for a scapegoat.”
regardless of the president because
Paul LeBlanc, president of the most problems occur independently

By Molly Waite

AP Photo I Charles Dharapak
In this Nov. 10, 2008 file photo, President George W. Bush and President-elect
Barack Obama walk along the West Wing Colonnade of the White House in
Washington prior to their meeting in the Oval Office.

of who is in power,” Giedeman said.
“The financial system is the cause of
the current economic crisis. In some
sense, you could say that the financial
market system failed us.”
Overall, Giedeman believes the
current administration has been
behaving properly and had the 2008
election turned out differently, the
McCain administration would have

passed a similar stimulus bill.
“A lot of people are in debate about
whether or not the stimulus plan is
working, but among economists, there
is a pretty broad-based agreement that
some sort of stimulus plan needed to
be passed,” he said. “If you were ever
going to put a large stimulus in place,
now would be the time to do it.”
m wa i te @ lan thorn .com

CBR class tours TVS;
meets Granholm
Professor Keith Oppenheim’s Beginning
TV Studio Production class had the oppor
tunity to meet with Gov. Jennifer Granholm
while sitting in on the live noon broadcast
at WOODTV8 in Grand Rapids this past
Wednesday.
The group was surprised by a visit from
Granholm who appeared at the Grand Valley
State University Pew Campus earlier that day.
The students and governor talked briefly
about the future of broadcasting, her personal
future after her term ends, and even the Olym
pics as the Canadian-born Granholm assured
the class of her allegiance to the U.S.

GVl Archive
A student explains her Student Scholars Day project to passersby. This year's event is April 14

Student Scholars Day involves 400-500 students
By Samantha Butcher

Women's center hosts Jean
Swap

On Wednesday from
noon to 4 p.m., the
Women’s Center located
in the Kirkhof Center
will host a Jean Swap in
an effort to celebrate the
body.
Women are encouraged
to bring a pair of old denim
jeans to swap them out for
a “new-to-you” pair.

and sometimes your
client wants you to
beat up somebody
and sue the heck
out of them. I don’t
really like conflict
all that much, so
1 found early on
that I would rather
teach the law then Santom
practice the law.”
At a crossroads
in his life, Sanford was faced with
the decision to follow in his alreadytrodden path of tax law or take his
road less traveled. He chose the latter.
“I had an opportunity to go and
be the director of this corporate tax
department and had the chance to
make a lot of money, so to speak,”
he said. “And I had this offer to go
teach — which is half as much —
but I wanted to do something I really
loved.”
Thirty years later, Sanford is
captivating the young hearts and
minds of the students at GVSU such
as Student Senate chair Laura Sintar,
who also had a say in the final decision
of the SAFE award.
“We have heard from many
students about how he is one of the
most inspiring, intelligent and helpful
professors they have ever had,” Sintar
said. “Professor Sanford not only does
great work in teaching, but he also does
a lot of work in service to GVSU and

GVL Staff Writer

Gov. Jennifer Granholm meets with students from a GVSU
broadcasting class in the conference room at WOODTV8.

Tire deadline to sign up
for Student Scholars Day
has passed, and organizers
are now working to set up
the event.
Student Scholars Day is
an annual event that allows
students to present their
academic work to other
students and faculty through
presentations, speeches and

performances.
This year, the Office
of Integrative learning
extended the deadline to
allow more students to get
involved. Although
the
count has not been finalized,
the Office of Integrative
Learning
said
between
400 and 500 students will
participate this year.
Susan Mendoza, director
of Integrative
Learning

and the organizer of the
event, said the quality work
students put forth each year
impresses her.
“Each year, I am amazed
by the talent of Grand Valley
students,” she said. “Student
Scholars Day is one way to
showcase where academic
curiosity can take you.”
The event will be held on
April 14 in Henry Hall and
the Kirkhof Center.
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NATION / WORLD_
Thousands celebrate
Australia's Gay
Mardi Gras
33rd annual parade features 135
floats in one of world's largest
gag pride events, held Saturday
zombies,” said Ernst, who
was dressed as Joey Stefano,
a 1980s porn star. “They die
SYDNEY
(AP)
and come back stronger,
Thousands of people in more powerful and more
lavish costumes and various popular.”
states of undress danced
Other
dancers
were
and partied their way decked out in full Lycra
through Sydney’s streets bodysuits, red devil halos
on Saturday, in Australia’s and peacock feathers.
annual Gay and Lesbian
“I actually came out on
Mardi Gras Parade.
a float,” Ernst said. “My
The parade — one of the parents saw me kissing my
world’s largest and most boyfriend on television. Ten
flamboyant gay pride events days later I had a call from
— had 9,400 participants my mum, who only said to
and 135 floats and featured me, ‘We saw you on TV.’”
the theme, “History of the
Spectators crowded the
World” — a look at gay route of the parade through
history.
Australia’s
largest city.
Hundreds of thousands of They held rainbow banners
cheering spectators watched and Aussie flags aloft in
the procession, led this the hot night air. Jewelryyear by famed transsexual covered dancers flaunted
model Amanda Lepore. Her their frills for the crowd
sparse attire, festooned with and twirled LED hula hoops
precision-cut crystals, left with mesmeric variation.
little to the imagination as
One spectator, Emma
she perched on an open-top Rule, drove more than 600
Mercedes.
miles (1,000 kilometers)
One reveler dressed as
from
Osama bin
Melbourne
“I actually came
Laden
led
to watch the
a group of
out on a float.
parade for the
dancing
first time, and
My parents saw
“Binlettes,”
spent
more
who sported
me kissing my
than six hours
pink
waiting on the
boyfriend on
sequins and
sidelines
for
television.”
improvised
the festivities
“minito begin.
GARETH ERNST
bu rkas ,”
“We’ve
MARDI GRAS PARTICIPANT
which only
been here since
covered
1:30 p.m.,” she
the
head.
said excitedly. “But it was
Osama’s right-hand man, worth it ... we were looking
who identified himself as forward to the Dykes on
“Greenie,” said the bearded
Bikes — they are always
leader was here to terrorize awesome.”
the intolerant.
Rule was referring to the
“It’s about bringing back famed Australian lesbian
the gayness for Osama: motorcycling group, which
Express the flesh!” Greenie rode up and down the
said. “He’s been in a cave parade route on their bikes
for a long time. Bill Clinton clad in leather, revving their
couldn’t do it, George engines and honking horns.
Bush couldn’t do it, Barack
The parade began as a
Obama doesn’t want to protest march in 1978 by
do it ... but he’s come out homosexual and transsexual
today for the Gay and men and women.
Lesbian Mardi Gras here in
Katrina Marton, head of
Sydney.”
events at Mardi Gras, said
“Michael
Jackson’s the parade had taken on
Thriller Zombie Marching special importance after a
Group” followed a hearse same-sex marriage bill was
through the streets, which voted down in the Senate
the director and producer earlier this week.
of the float, Gareth Ernst,
“Under the glitz and
said was a parody of the glamour it’s still a political
celebrity death cult.
march,” she said.
“Celebrities
are
like

By Owen Pye

Associated Press Writer
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Take a couple classes at your
Community College
•Costs are much lower
•Credits transfer back to Grand Valley
•Make up that missing credit or get a
jump on next year.
Contact your local Community College for details

♦
Grand Rapids
Community
College

Henry Ford
Community College

Glen Oaks Community College
888-994-7818
Centerville
www.glenoaks.edu

Grand Rapids Community College
616-234-4000
Grand Rapids
www.grcc.edu/summerguest

Henry Ford Community College
800 585-HFCC
Detroit-Dearborn
www.hfcc.edu

Jackson Community College

JACKSON.
Community^rC 0 l l E G E

.edyou
Kalamazoo Valley Community College

m
^KELLOGG
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

888-522-7344
Jackson
www.jccmi.edu

Kalamazoo Valley Community College
269-488-4100
Kalamazoo
www.kvcc.edu

Kellogg Community College
269 965-3931
Battle Creek
www.kellogg edu

Lake Michigan College

LAKE MICHIGAN
COLLEGE

L
Montcalm (x>mmiinity College

Muskegon
Community
College

800-252-1562 ext. 8626
Benton Harbor, Niles, South Haven
www.lakemichigancollege.edu

Montcalm Community College

Muskegon Community College
866-711-4622
Muskegon
www.muskegoncc.edu

231 995-1054
Traverse City
www.nmc.edu

tolk^r

Schoolcraft College

Schoolcraft
College

734-462-4400
Livonia
www.schoolcraft.edu
CourtMy Photo I ABC New*
A float moves through the streets of Sydney, Australia in the 2009

West Share
Community
College

West Shore Community College
231 845-6211
Scottville
www.westshore.edu

LANSING. Mich. (AP)
— Former Republican >
MichiganGov.JohnEngler
recently said what a lot of
people are thinking this
year about the Michigan
governor’s race — that
if a Republican can’t win
this year, “they may never
be able to win again.”
The state is suffering
from a decade of economic
drought,
the
nation’s
highest
unemployment
rate, a wrenching move
away from its signature
auto industry and an
ongoing budget crisis.
For those reasons, many
national handicappers give
Republicans a slight edge
in the race.
Yet Democrats remain
cautiously
optimistic
about their chances this
fall, even though their
candidate held is still
shaping up and five
Republicans have gotten a
head start in the race.

Group's offer: Rappel
to raise funds
LANSING,
Mich.
(AP) — A mid-Michigan
organization offers this
challenge for civic-minded
thrill-seekers:
rappel
Lansing’s tallest building
to help raise the value of
area tourism.
The
Lansing
State
Journal reports the Team
Lansing
Foundation
is organizing a June 5
fundraising event dubbed
“Over the Edge.”
Up to 100 people can
sign up to rappel the
25-story Boji Tower for
a minimum donation of
$500 per person.
Money goes to the
foundation, which is part
of the Greater Lansing
Convention and Visitors
Bureau. It offers initiatives
designed
to
promote
tourism assets in the area.

Granholm endorses
state takeover of
Benton Harbor
BENTON HARBOR,
Mich. (AP) — • Gov.
Jennifer Granholm has
endorsed
a
Michigan
Department of Treasury
recommendation that the
state manage deficit-ridden
Benton Harbor’s finances.
Granholm said in a *
letter to city officials
Friday that she believes a
financial emergency exists
in Benton Harbor and the
southwest Michigan city
has no satisfactory plan to
correct it.
She plans to appoint
an emergency financial
manager who would have
broad powers including
authority to renegotiate
labor contracts.
South
Bend,
lnd.,
television station WSBT
says
the
Treasury l
Department report cited
problems
including
a
$4.1 million general fund
deficit,delinquent property
taxes and depleted pension
funds.

Crop-related disaster
loans made available

989 328 2111
Sidney
www.montcalm.edu

Northwestern Michigan College

Northwestern
Michigan

Wide-open governor's
race hard to call

Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras Parade This year's parade was held
Saturday and boasted 9,400 participants and 135 floats. The
theme was "History of the World" — a look at gay history
The parade is one of the world's largest gay pride events. The

Federal
disaster
loans are available to
small businesses, small
agricultural cooperatives
and private nonprofits in
Michigan because of cold
weather that hurt crops
last year.
The
U.S.
Small
Business Administration
recently announced the
loans because of freeze,
frost, excessive snow, low
temperatures and cold
weather that hit the state
between Jan. I, 2009 and
July 24,2009.
The Small Business
Administration’s disaster
declaration includes a
number
of
Michigan
counties.
The loans can be up to
$2 million with a 4 percent
interest rate and terms up
to 30 years.

parade began as a protest march In 1978

I
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Take notice

heacth cak

l Intil students take the initiative to address concerns
to their own governing body, they have no cause to
criticize institutional policy or campus affairs.
Be it through disinterest, or merely lack of awareness, the gallery at Student
Senate (jeneral Assembly meetings continues to sit empty week after week.
ITie very community in whose interest the Student Senate was created to serve
makes no effort to investigate the workings of its representatives.
A body is representative only so long as its constituents keep a check on its
actions. The absence of student constituents at General Assembly meetings and
these same constituents’ neglect to address the body in any other forum nullifies any
pretense of “representative” government.
The 18- to 25-year-old crowd has so little representation in the higher echelons of
government that it should not discount the representation it is afforded.
Contrary to popular belief, the Student Senate plays a far greater role in campus
affairs than that of moneylender. While the allocation of reserve funds is one of
the body’s functions, the appropriation process is not the group’s sole reason for
existence.
Members of the Student Senate sit on every major governing body and committee
at the university to ensure the student voice is never absent in the decision-making
process.
Countless committees within the Ixxly itself work to support and promote change
in university policy for the benefit of all students.
In the past year, the body has addressed problems associated with Grand Valley
State University's themes requirements, the absence of majors on diplomas,
elimination of the Michigan Promise, graduate student representation and, most
recently, the lack of a fall break.
Each week, the body convenes to discuss the progress made on ongoing issues
and adopt new causes to benefit the student population. While the body consistently
identifies ways to improve all aspects of student life at GVSU, 50 students cannot
possibly know all the issues and concerns facing their peers.
When these peers make no effort to address their concerns to the one student
organization with any substantial influence on university policy, the body is left
to guess at the needs of more than 24 J(XX) students. Such a practice should not be
necessary.
As a public, governing body, Student Senate meetings fall subject to the Michigan
Open Meetings Act. This act provides the public the right not only to attend these
meetings but also to view' meeting minutes, which the Student Senate provides on its
Web site.
The Student Senate convenes each Thursday at 4:30 p.m. TTie location varies, but
space is always provided for members of the community to watch the proceedings.
If students cannot find the time or energy to follow the actions of their
representatives at the university level, what hope does a government by the people
have in the future?

LETTER TO THE EDITOR---------------------------------

GVL / Jacob Bowen

YOUR INSICIITS

What campus concern would you like to
see Student Senate address?

"Parking is really
bad, especially
with all of the
construction on
South Campus."

"Enforcing smoking
rules because
that's a big issue
for me."

"Lack of large
rooms for large
groups to meet
in. I'm in Campus
Crusade for Christ,
and we max out
Loutit 102."

"Putting the majors
on diplomas.
I know they're
talking about that,
and I'd like to see
it go through."

"Make designated
smoking areas
because it sucks
to walk behind
smokers and
get secondhand
smoke."

Kate Sample
Sophomore
International
Relations
Canton, Mich.

Christina Wise
Sophomore
Radiologic Imaging
Sciences
Warren, Mich.

Zac Harmon
Sophomore
Broadcasting
Ada, Mich.

Sarah Veselenak
Sophomore
Legal Studies
and International
Relations
Royal Oak, Mich.

Erika Herbel
Sophomore
Biology
Canton, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Prejudice — inherent and learned?

Support for inclusion starts with LGBT community
1 applaud Nadira Kharmai for writing
about this issue because it is an important
one that needs to be publicly addressed.
As you read this article, the “we” and
“us” will refer to the LGBT community
of which I am a proud family member.
If we (the LGBT community)
are seeking to be accepted and not
oppressed, then we should treat our
heterosexual brothers and sisters the way
we wish to be treated. It’s the GOLDEN
RULE. Is it not the basis of the tight
we’ve been fighting for all this time? We
cannot just go back on our words and be
hypocrites.
Martin Luther King Jr. accepted
people of all races and ethnicities to
join the fight for civil rights. By saying,
“Why are you here?” is turning our allies

away from helping us. Even if they’re
not completely in agreement with us,
having the strength and courage to walk
into the center already shows effort. If a
family member says something like that,
it could potentially give them reason not
join the fight.
Not every heterosexual on this planet
will be as courageous as this particular
ally, feet's hope they all will be someday.
But, the awareness starts with us.
If we don’t like labels about us, don’t
label them. If we don’t like assumptions,
then don’t assume anything about them.
It’s as easy as that.
Bee Yang
LGBT activist
GVSU junior
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Ill is term at Grand
Valley State University,
I’m taking a class called
Social Class Inequality.
It’s a tough one. The
topics are controversial
and the ideas are hard to
grasp, let alone swallow.
I like the class though
because it makes me
think.
This week we signed
up for group projects in
pairs and picked from
a list different topics.
Each topic had two main
arguable positions. Many
of them caught my eye,
but one in particular
got my wheels turning:
prejudice.
You’re thinking to
yourself that of course
it was. Ideologies of
racism and prejudice are
at the top of controversial
subjects you do not want

Yes: 55.56%

No: 44.44%

This week’s question:

online at
Lanthorn.com

Should GVSU add a fall break to its
academic calender?

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
l^nthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Gimmunity.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn
The Grand Valley I JUlthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expresskm for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses
Ijctters must include the author s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person
I etters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley lanthorn
letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed
The Grand Valley lanthorn will not be
held responsible for emirs that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic emirs.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
informatKm
ami
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its B<iard of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
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ideologies of her family,
she breaks that cycle of
thought by exhibiting
her free will to not think
the way her parents have
taught her to think.
What is even more
interesting is the idea
that prejudice is a part
of human nature, and I
would agree with that
argument wholeheartedly.
From the moment
we are bom and begin to
learn, we are socialized to
categorize things.
As children we are
trained to match colors
and taught the ability to
pick out the object from
a group of that doesn’t
belong.
Children are thought
beautiful when they
resemble their parents
and teased that they are
adopted when they do
not.
Everyone thinks their
grandma’s cooking is
the best even when it
isn’t and every American
proudly brags about their
non-American heritage.

There seems to be an
innate human need to find
meaning in everything
and that leads to over
categorizing even the
simplest things. Even
a silverware drawer is
grouped by like objects.
Of course these things
aren’t bad alone but when
they are combined with
pride, somehow they get
distorted into reasons of
why X human is better
than Y human or why this
quality is better than that
and these ideas snowball
into full-blown prejudices
and racism.
Is it really a stretch
from wanting to be in a
particular high school
group to wanting elevated
social status to then
thinking you’re better
than an immigrant or
someone who is poor?
No, when you think
about it this way it
actually make a lot of
sense and shows how
we are our own worst
enemies.

navery@ lanthorn £om

My friend bangs gongs in the Philippines

Valley Vote
Should Campus Dining serve
only cage-free eggs?

to bring up at dinner
when you’re meeting
someone’s parents.
What intrigued me
about prejudice and
racism being one of
the topics was the two
arguable points attached
with it — A: learned and
B: human nature. When
you’re beginning to
unpack this loaded gun
of an idea, you must first
acknowledge that they are
two separate branches of
the same tree — they are
not the same. Prejudice
isn’t limited to the
confines of race whereas
racism is by definition.
Ironically enough, even
if they are not the same,
prejudice can and does
lead to racism.
No one would argue
racism is not learned by
some people. A racist
father can lead to racist
sons and grandchildren
but everything can be
counteracted by choice.
If the daughter of a racist
mother decides she
does not agree with the

“'There I hiked
through ancient nee
terraces carved into the
mountainside, swam in
a ptxil at the bottom of
a waterfall, which was
about on par with l,ake
Superior’s temperatures,
explored a cave with
coffins hanging from the
walls (and a few that had
fallen and burst open in
an earthquake), and spent
New Year’s Eve getting
drunk, smoking hash and
banging on gongs around
a fire with the natives.”
This being the thin!
sentence in a letter I
received from a friend of
mine, I became jealous
at his great fortune and
undeniably n>bust New
Year’s Eve celebrations. I
can scarcely say that my
personal travels rival the
grandiosity his had ... well
that’s not entirely true.
I once had a brief runin with French police over
the death of what, I came

to financially understand,
was a $5(X) dog. But that
is another story, one that
concerns the pitfalls of
fourth-story windows and
international etiquette.
This story concerns the
novice traveler and the
courage to abandon
structure and normalcy for
the strange and spiritual.
My friend's excursion
to the Philippines and
the subsequent trip into
the mountains had, been
planned to an extent,
but the aforementioned
experience came about on
a sheer whim.
Willingness is often
the traveler’s greatest
companion and if while
traveling you do not
fed nervous, rattled or
exposed, you arc missing
the best parts of your
journey. To explain him
and his exotic fixation a
bit further, my friend —
R. Duke we’ll call — has
been residing in South
Korea for the last few
months, teaching English
and molding young
minds on contract with
an ESL organization. He
lives a rather sedentary

life reading literature
and writing his many
abstractions. But the
Duke is an adventurous
fellow with a rogue heart,
an intellectual ruffian of
sorts, and he takes quickly
to opportunities for
adventure.
Having a welcome
extended break during the
New Year, Duke booked
a flight to the l*hilippincs
with the intention of
simply discovering a new
territory and perusing
the local flavor. Upon
arrival he immediately
scrapped his plans, opting
instead to travel up into
the highlands with a
young British couple in
their relatively safefix>king automobile. Ifie
treacherous mountain
roads and idea of dashing
his brains out after being
thrown from the top of
a Jeepney (Google it for
a better understanding)
were less than affable.
Ix>ng story short, this
is how he was eventually
led to the gongs, booze,
hash and natives, not
to mention the lush
manifestations of the

countryside and perhaps
more importantly a
greater sense of being.
Now, Duke is no
overindulgent pleasure
seeker, just a curious
young man looking to
get his jollies off while
trekking in an ancient
land. While his travels
seem sordid and maybe
somewhat ill advised, he
is no less enriched.
The experience is
his own and he has seen
things many of us will
never see. Gxitinually
connected to the
experience. Duke will
continue to weave his
own pattern into the earth
until he is separated from
life.
“Despite an
unshakable illness
consisting of sore throat,
fever, headache and
coughing fits that bruised
my ribcage, and all of
this compounded by
tobacco, alcohol and
hash consumption, it was
quite possibly the best
vacation I've had.” Duke
told me and I believe him
wholeheartedly.

ebrumh<i( khmthom x'om
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Current team members tout teamwork,' thrill' of paintball as recreational sport to recruit prospective players
‘

with
the
opportunity
of
teaching
interested
GVL Staff Writer
prospective members.
Grand Valley State University’s Paintball
“Paintball is more about
Club is opening its doors for new members
teamwork
looking to have a fun and
than
“The adrenaline and
friendly
time
shooting
anything
around paint balls.
the thrill of winning
else,”
GV
Paintball
has
Gansen said.
makes you feel like
participated in the National
«*e want to
Glass
you've accomplished
Collegiate
Paintball
try and get
I
Association nationals for
people
to
something great.”
the last four years and is
understand it bcUcr and sec it
MATT GANSEN
always looking to expand its
firsthand.”
member roster.
/
FRF5HMAN
Both Glass an
“We have about six solid
played the sport
guys that ii^coining to all
the meetings and practices, but we’re always
looking for more members who are interested,’^
sand pics ident Evan Glass.
jm
Glass and Matt Gansen, vice president,
lead the club in meetings and practices every
other Sunday GV Paintball practices at the TC
Paintball center in Grandville.
The club held one tournament during last
semester with the Univejsit) of Michigan/ and
Central Michigan University.
“The purpose of the club is to evoand the
influence of paintball,” Gla<s said. “lt*s dogged
upon as an extremely violent sport wften it’s
actually a lot of fun.”
Most of the current members have >q|ne
experience with playing paintball wit*
or in previous tournaments. Ekfyvevei
GV Paintball is about leamiflg the
recreational fun; membership is not based on
any experience level.
“The adrenaline and the thrill of winning
GVL / Brian B. Sevald
makes you feel like you’ve accomplished
Freshman student Bryce Nuiver plays on the
something great,” Gansen said.
Theclub welcomes inexperienced paintballers university's Paintball Club team.

By Maya Soter

r

school and were intrigued
to be a part of the club on
campus.
“It’s fun to shoot people
in a non-threatening way
and receive that thrill of
winning,” said member Ben
Schneider. “It’s just like
how people find football
it’s a great way to be Gansen
competitive, meet people
and feel accomplished by

winning.
Glass added members arc urged to take the
practices seriously but the thrill of the sport is
also prevalent.
Paintball gear for practices and tournaments
are to be purchased on an individual member
basis. 1 TC Paintball also serves as a full
professional paintball gear and necessities shop.
To sign up or leam more about (Tv Paintball
Club contact Glass or Gansen through GVSU’s
student organization Web site.

W insoter@lanthoni.coni

GVL / Brian B Sevald

Freshmen Evan Glass and Matt Gansen practice to improve their skills at TC Paintball, a field and pro
shop in Grandville. The GVSU Paintball Club is looking to recruit new members to the team.

Pride Prom offers ‘safer’ dance
Out ‘n About event advocates LGBT rights, gives students alternative dance venue
“It feels safer,” Bowman said.
Many LGBT students do not feel
GVL Staff Writer
comfortable dancing at conventional
weeks after Presidents' Ball. events, such as Presidents' Ball,or at bars
About sponsored the annual in Grand Rapids because of the attention
Prom celebrating diversity in an they get from other, more conservative
venue.
patrons, he added.
in the Grand River Room
“People say things,”
out in colorful
Bowman said. “They
“People say
and dancing to
use derogatory terms,
a Girl” and
things. They use
and some people are just
ngle Ladies.” students
plain rude.”
derogatory terms,
a comfortable
The whole student
vimmuen!
where
and some people
body was welcome to
they were free to
attend Pride Prom. Out
are just plain rude.
jbe
themselves. The
‘n About also invited
PATRICK BOWMAN
Hawaiian-themed, semiother schools in the GayGVSU SENIOR
formal dance promoted
Straight Alliance, said
awareness of lesbian ,gay, L
junior Melissa Piccard.
bisex ual,
transgender,
“In the future. I’d like to see it expand,
questionitig/queer, intersex, allies and reaching out to other organizations and
advocates issues on campus, said sen mi
different colleges,” Piccard said.
Patrick Bowman, the president of Out n
Senior Ashley Perrin said the event is
About
really intended to encourage all members
Saturday's event encouraged sindcnt
of the campus community to be open and
to enjoy a diverse atmosphere where accepting of one another.
everyone is there for the same purpose: to
Students Advocating Freedom and
have a good time. A student organization. Equality is a pending LGBT advocacy
Out ‘n About sponsors many educational group on campus whereas Out ‘n About
events such as National Coming Out is an established cultural organization.
Day in October and the Day of Silence in Several SAFE members were in
April, but the group gathered Saturday to attendance at the Pride Prom as well,
just dance and have fun.
showing their support for awareness, but
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Mestdagh

also advocating action.
“We are all human beings and deserve
equal rights.” said sophomore Laurel
Bonfiglio. "We want to get the rights we
deserve and educate people.”
Freshman Jeannie Schott described
her experiences in other public venues.
“I tried to be open,” she said. “I get
laughs and giggles.”
Many members of SAFE and Out
‘n About have heard the word “faggot”
addressed to them numerous times.
“A lot of people are line with LGBT,

and a lot of people are not,” Schott said.
The LGBT Resource Center along
with student oiganizations try to educate
those who would hate or oppose the
LGBT community.
“I see it as, if we can change the
opinion of one person, we can influence
I0 more,” Bonfiglio said.
For more information on LGBT
organizations and resources, students can
visit the Web site at http://www.gvsu.
edu/lgbtrc.

bmestdagh@ lanthorn x'om

Courtesy Photo / Facebook

Guests at the 2010 Pride Prom pose for a shot during the Hawaiian-themed dance.
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Bmnu.cn to 5JSU
189 two- and four-bedroom townhomes and apartments
Bedroom/bath room suites designed to accommodate one person

^9999991

Eight floor plans; barrier-free units and single-stall, attached garages available
Outdoor sportcourt and beach volleyball areas
Club house and community room facilities

6076

/ Stop in today to too ns at our on-tHo loosing office
|\ or visit us on line at www.mwdowscrossing.not!
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Energetic track teams sweep GLIAC titles

Sports in Brief

Men’s, women’s teams win conference on home track, Baltes named GLIAC Coach of the Year
Cross country athletes
receive academic
recognition

By Aaron Brandt
GVL Staff Writer

The U.S. Track & Field and Cross
Country Coaches Association (USTFCCCA)
announced Saturday that 31 GLIAC
athletes have been honored as AllAcademic performers for the 2009-2010
season.
Representing Grand Valley State
University on the list are junior distance
runners Amy Kolin and Megan Marceratini
and sophomore distance runner Anthony
Witt. In order to qualify for honors,
athletes must have at least 12 attempted
credits per semester and have a 3.25
cumulative grade point average. They
must also place in the top 30 percent of
athletes eligible to compete in respective
regional championships or place in the
top 50 percent of the NCAA national
championships.

The Grand Valley State University indoor
track team had a record-breaking day at the
GLIAC Indoor Championships this past weekend
as both the men’s and women’s teams took first
place. The women’s team scored a total of 225.5
points, which downed second-place Ashland
University by 73.5 points, and the men’s team
scored 167 points, besting second-place Ashland
by 44 points.
“It was one exciting track meet, with great
competition,and it was great to have both trophies
back in our house,’’ said GVSU head coach Jerry
Baltes, who was voted GLIAC Coach of the Year
for the men’s and women’s teams. “I was real

GLIAC Standings
Men's Basketball
North Division

Conf.

Ovr.

Grand Valley St.
Saginaw Valley
Ferris St.
Lake Superior St.
Northern Michigan
Michigan Tech

16-6
13-9
13-9
12-10
8-14
8-14

20-7
16-11
15-12
14-13
11-15
9-18

17-5
14-8
12-10
9-13
9-13
1-21

21-6
14-12
14-12
13-14
12-14
2-25

South Division

Findlay
Hillsdale
Wayne St.
Ashland
Northwood
Tiffin

Women's Basketball Conf.

Ovr.

GVL / Andrew Mills

proud of not just the effort, but the enthusiasm second place, but GVSU fought back on day two.
Baltes credited a short stretch midway through
and energy that everyone brought to the table.”
The energy was evident throughout the entire the meet as a turning point for the team.
“I really saw it happen in the
event with the Laker Turf Building
men’s mile when we took it over on
“I was real proud
filled with spectators and athletes
the last lap and went one-two,” he
alike. This type of enthusiasm
of not just the
said. “There was about a half hour
at a track meet was unmatched,
effort, but the
stretch in the middle of the meet
noted senior pole vaulter Christi
that really turned the comer for us
Kettlehut.
enthusiasm and
and might have taken the wind out
“I think we did an amazing
energy that
of everyone else’s sails.”
job with our energy,” she said. “I
everyone brought
Sophomore Tyler Emmorey
talked to some of the alumni today
and freshman John Manby’s top
and even our seniors, and this was
to the table.”
two finish in the mile was not the
the best energy that we’ve ever
JERRY BALTES
only highlight for the men’s team.
had and that definitely helped with
GVSU HEAD COACH
Senior Nate Miller automatically
a lot of the records.”
qualified in the high jump with a
Both teams finished day one in
mark of 6 feet 11 3/4 inches while sophomore Jeff
Norquist took first in the 3000 meter run.
Both teams combined for 13 first place finishes
and set several school records. The women’s
4x400 meter relay, comprised of sophomore
Chanelle Caldwell, junior Kayla Vallar and
seniors Danielle Fonseca and Candice Wheat, set
a new GLIAC and GVSU school record with a
time of 3:43.77.
The distance medley relay team of sophomores
Monica Kinney and Karie McDonald, junior
Amy Kolin and Caldwell set a new Turf Building
record and qualified for nationals automatically
with a time of 11:44.87. Freshman Liz Murphy
also moved up to first place nationally with her
school record weight throw of 62 feet 8 inches.
Despite the weekend’s success, senior pole
vaulter Joey Latz said the team has little time to
sit back and bask in its victory.
“We’re definitely going to enjoy it, since the
men haven’t had the title in a while, but we are
only going to enjoy it for so long because we have
to get back to work,” he said. “Ashland and all
the other teams in the conference are going to be
hungry and come after us.”
The Lakers will be out of action until the
NCAA Championship meet set to begin on Match
GVL / Andrew Mills

Patrick Sage raced the mile leg of GVSU's distance

Stephanie Ostrenga finished seventh in the 400m

medley, which placed third on Friday.

dash. Three other GVSU runners scored in the event.

*

abrandtd® lanthorn.com

North Division

Michigan Tech
Northern Michigan
Grand Valley St.
Lake Superior St.
Ferris St.
Saginaw Valley

20-2
16-6
15-7
11-11
7-15
5-17

25-2
19-8
18-9
14-12
8-19
7-20

South Division

15-7 20-7
14-8 14-12
10-12 14-13
9-13 13-13
6-16 8-19
4-18 7-20

Findlay
Hillsdale
Ashland
Northwood
Wayne St.
Tiffin

Courtesy www.gliac.org

W/L split drops men to No. 2
GVSU ends regular
season as No. 2 seed
for tournament after
win over Northwood,
loss to Wayne State
By Jared Greenleaf
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In a season where the GLIAC
conference has never been deeper,
the men’s basketball team split
its final two games of the regular
season by losing to Wayne State
University on Thursday and
rebounding to beat Northwood
University on Saturday night.
The loss dropped the Lakers
out of a first place tie for the
GLIAC lead with the University
of Findlay, who clinched the top
overall seed with a 72-71 overtime
victory over Tiffin University on
Saturday.
Grand Valley State University
head coach Ric Wesley, however,
noted that winning the GLIAC
North crown for the fourth time
in five years should be recognized
as well.
“I feel like its sort of been
forgotten,” he said. “In a year
where the league’s been as good
as it’s been, it’s a real significant
accomplishment. I don’t feel like
our guys have gotten the credit
they deserve for winning that.”
On Saturday, the Lakers capped
off the regular season with a
thrilling 72-70 overtime victory
over
Northwood
University.

Deadlocked at 70-70, sophomore
guard Alvin Storrs knocked down
a floater with 1.4 seconds left to
give GVSU the win.
“We spend a lot of time working
on plays like that in practice,”
Storrs, who led the Lakers with
16 points said. “Everybody kind
of knows the situation, and we
had such great shooters on the
court, it opened it up for me. We
had Wes (Trammell) in one spot
and K’Len (Morris) in the corner,
everybody was worried about
them, so it helped open the lane
up for a floater.”
Before
Storrs’
last-second
shot, junior guard Justin Ringler
provided late-game heroics of
his own. Trailing 62-60, Ringler
scored
with
three
seconds
remaining in regulation to force
overtime.
The victory gave the team its
20th win of the season and kept
Northwood out of the GLIAC
conference
tournament.
The
Lakers secured the No. 2 seed in the
tournament and will face Wayne
State at the Fieldhouse Arena on
Tuesday. The winner will head
to Findlay, Ohio for a semifinal
matchup to be determined.
Ringler said the team feels
confident heading into postseason
and getting the opportunity to
face the Warriors for the second
time in five days
“We feel we have as good a shot
as any to win it, whether it’s at
home or at Findlay,” he said. “It’s
going to be a tough one because
it’s wide open. Our league’s really

even, and anybody can win it. It’ll
be nice to have one more home
game and have the chance to
redeem ourselves against Wayne
State.”
The Lakers will take on
the Warriors at 8 p.m. in the
Fieldhouse Arena.
Warriors smother Laker
offense
In Thursday’s matchup, it was
the Warriors who emerged as
the aggressors by using stifling
defense to beat GVSU 70-56 at
the Fieldhouse Arena.
The Lakers got off to a
promising ll-2 start, but the
Warriors stormed back going on

lead. Before the first half horn
sounded, the Warriors owned a
33-23 advantage.
Things became even more
nightmarish in the second half as
Wayne State’s defense continued
to hound the Lakers. The Warriors
extended their lead to 20 points
with less than
10 minutes
remaining in regulation.
“I thought they were the
aggressors from start to finish,”
Wesley said. “They’re a very
good, strong defense that gets
right up in your face with their
ball pressure. We couldn’t find
a way to get the ball in the right
spots or create avenues for driving
opportunities.”

Follow LanthornSports
on Twitter for up-tothe-minute coverage of
Laker games, players
and coaches
Capture your favorite
sports moments for life
with poster prints from
the Lanthorn Photo
GVL / Eric Coulter

Store.

GVL / Eric Coulter

Alvin Storrs looks to pass the ball He made the winning basket in the last 1.4
seconds of the game against Northwood University on Saturday.

Breland Hogan goes up for a shot. GVSU lost to Wayne State 70-56 on Thursday
The Lakers rallied on Saturday to defeat Northwood 72-70 in overtime.
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Women’s basketball splits,
heads to playoff action
1

By Emanuel Johnson

*

GVL Sports Editor

I
It’s the shot that people
I dream of when they are
1 younger. With their team
I down by one possession and
Itrme running out, one must
► drain a last-second 3-pointer
< lo put their team over the top
* for the victory.
^
Sophomore point guard
^ Jasmine Padin of the Grand
’ Valley State
University
I women’s basketball team
got such an opportunity with
! two seconds left against
! Northwood
University
i this past weekend, but she
! missed it by inches.
^
"I downscreened
for

(freshman
forward)
Briauna
Taylor,
and if she
wasn’t
open for
the
pass
I
was
supposed Padin
to pop,”
she said.
“Either she or I were going
to take it. I caught the ball,
looked at the rim, took one
dribble and shot. 1 thought it
was good - doink.”
GVSU lost the game 6463, but it was not Padin’s
miss that ultimately caused
the team’s downfall. The

GVL / Eric Coulter

Brittany Taylor shoots over Wayne State University's defense on
Thursday. The Lakers beat WSU but lost to Northwood University.

Lakers (18-9, 15-7 GLIAC) against Lake Superior State
were up by as much as 13 University, but the loss
points early in the second hurt the team elsewhere. If
half, but by 4:02 that GVSU is unsuccessful in
lead had dwindled to live the GLIAC tournament, the
points. From there, the team could find itself in an
Timberwolves
unfavorable
managed
to
seating
in
“I caught the ball,
stop all Laker
the regional
looked at the rim,
scoring
and
tournament.
put up six
“It hurts
took one dribble and
more
points
a
little
shot. I thought it was bit in the
for the win.
“Our post
region,” said
good — doink.”
presence
senior guard
JASMINE PADIN
wasn’t always
Jocelyn
GVSU
SOPHOMORE
there on the
Ingram,
defensive
who tallied
end when we needed them six points and an assist in
to,” said GVSU
head her first start of the season.
coach Janel Burgess. “We “Last week we were sitting
obviously needed to keep an at six in the region, and
eye on (Northwood junior with this loss we’re bumped
forward) Pam Wilson and back to maybe eight or nine.
where she was, but most So starting the tournament
importantly we needed to Tuesday, we almost have to
finish possessions.”
win because it’s all about
Northwood head coach votes now.”
Jeff Curtis played seven
GVSU will open up
players on his 15-player against Lake Superior State
roster, but he only needed Tuesday at 6 p.m.
two to deal major damage
Clean up against
to GVSU. Senior forward
Wayne Stale
Jodi Ostergren finished with
Prior to the Northwood
24 points and six rebounds loss, the Lakers took care
while Wilson trailed close of business against Wayne
behind with 21 points and State University with a 60three rebounds.
47 victory.
The pair was responsible
Freshman center Alex
for all but l9of Northwood’s Stelfox finished with a
64-point total.
game-high 17 points and five
“Those are two very good rebounds, and sophomore
players that have obviously guard Emma Veaeh tallied
carried this team the entire her fourth double-double of
season,” Burgess said. “They the season with 11 points
run the show, and they did a and 10 rebounds, six of
great job recognizing when which were on the offensive
we were giving up middle end.
penetration and when our
The two teams tied at 19
post players weren’t moving with seven minutes left in
their feet. You've got to give the first half, but the Lakers
took the lead on a Stelfox
them credit.”
The Lakers entered the jumper and held on for the
game already locked into a remainder of the game.
GLIAC quarterfinal game
sports@ lanthorn .corn

OK, SO MY SUBS REAUY AREN'T GOURMET AND
ME RE NOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SUBS JUtT TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER. THAT'S ALL1 I WANTtD TC
CALL IT JNUMY JOHNS TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
MY MOM TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET.
SHE THMKS WHATEVER I DO K GOURMET, BUT
I DON'T THMK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LETS STICK WITH TASTY!

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON, H
IN 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY
"

W

8* SUB SANDWICHES
, ill *1 mi tasty sab sandwiches art a fall I inches af
v homemade friach bread, trash vcffttt aad the liaast
I. mats A cheese I caa bay! lad if it aiattars ta yea.
we slice aserythia( frasb everyday ia this stare, right
here where yaa caa see it. (Ha mystery mat bare!)

■

m3

GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES

Corporate Headquarters Champaign. II

My dab sandwiches have twice the Meat ar cheese, try it
aa My fresh baked thick sliced 7-grein bread ar My (imous
homemade french bread!

*1 GOURMET SMOKED HAM CLUB

luUN*$UMr"

A till 1/4 paaad al real applewood smoked ham.
provoloae cheese, lettace. tamate. A real Maya!

#1 PEPE*
leal appleweed smoked bam aad prevaleae cheese
(araished with lettace. teams, aad mya

iny Sub minus the veggies and sauce
SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM

#2 BIG JOHN*

Median rare cheiceraast beef, tapped with
yanny mya. lettace. aad taauta.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA*

fresh homemade taaa. niied with celery, aaiaas.
aad oar tasty saacs. then topped with alfalfa sproats.
cucumber, lettace. aad teaiata. (My taaa recks!)

Choice rust baef. smoked ham. prevaloae cheese,
lijaa Mastard. lettace. taMire. A may*

Nf ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*

Real genu salani. Italian capicala. snaked ham.
aad pravalaaa cheese all tapped with lettace. tamate.
aaiu. mayo, aad aar homemade Italian viaaigrette.
(Tta bar ta order hot peppers, jast ask!)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB*
I fall t/4 paaad if fresh sliced median rare
mast beaf. pravaltnt. lattice, tamate. A mayo.

jiDraaiaP

Fresh sliced turkey breast, tapped with lettace.
teaiata. alfalfa spraats. aad mya. (The original)

#11 COUNTRY CLUB*

Same ingredients and price of the
sib erclab without the bread.

#5 VITO*
The anginal Italian sab with (eaea salani. prevaleae.
capicafa. onion lettace. temta. A a real tasty Italian
viaai(rette. (Nat peppers by rtqant)

Fresh sliced tarkey breast, applewood snaked ham.
pravolone. aid tans if lettuce, tomato, and maya!
(I very traditional, yet always eiceptitnal classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB* O

®

layers af prevaleae cheese separated by real
avocado spread, alfalfa sprouts, sliced cacamber.
lettace tomato, aad mays. Unity a gourmet sab aat
far vegetarians only........... . peace dade!)

J.J.B.L.T.*

#8 BILLY CLUB*

Rami cheese
least leel
Taaa salad ,
Torkey breast
Salami, capicela. cheese
loahle prevaleae

LowCarb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM*

#6 VEGETARIAN

I
2
3
4
-5
6

fresh baked turkey breast, provalone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, spruits, lettuce, remate, aad
maya! (It s the real deal, and it ain't even California.)

BOX LUNCHES. BUTTERS. PARTIES!

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB*

BIIIVERT 8B0EBS will include a delivery
charge el 45c per item c/-tec).

4

Bacon lettaco. tomato. & mayo
(The only better BIT is mama s III)

Courtesy Photo / GVSU Women's Hockey

The women's hockey team lost both games this past weekend.

Women's hockey drops
two in conference
tournament
Losses to Michigan State, Lindenwood
universities motivate GVSU for
rematch at National Championships
and that need to go out and
perform next weekend. It’s
GVL Staff Writer
going to be all the girls playing
Just two weeks away from for each other and playing for
the national tournament, the our school, trying to get that
Grand Valley State University win.”
women's hockey team dropped
The weekend was also
two of three games in their special for a number of Lakers
conference tournament against on the team, as four members
opponents it expects to match received Central Collegiate
up against again in the National Women’s Hockey Association
Championships in mid-March. All-Conference honors. ITiose
The team got off to a hot players included Kowalski,
start on Friday winning a along with her sister; in
6-0 decision against Ohio defenseman Keely Kowalski
State University. Sophomore and forwards Ashley Rumsey
goaltender Kristie Kowalski and Lynn Loechli.
turned away all 19 shots that
To have four players earn
came her way.
All-Conference honors in
Saturday, however, was not the program’s third year is an
as fortuitous for the team as honor for which Whitaker said
it lost 4-3 to Michigan State
he is grateful.
University and
“To have
The puck just did
2-0
against
four
players
top-ranked
not bounce our
selected out of
Lindenwood
140 for the top
way.”
University,
12
positions
both
teams
is amazing,”
GVSU has yet
he said. “You
to beat this
work hard at
KRISTIE KOWALSKI
year. Though
something for
GVSU SOPHOMORE
the team ended
16 weeks, and
the weekend
then to get
with a
1 -2
some recognition from around
record, head hockey coach the league, it’s a great honor
Cory Whitaker said he liked for the girls and the program.”
what he saw.
Going into the National
“In both the Michigan State Championship tournament, the
and Lindenwood game, we had Lakers will look to improve
lots of scoring opportunities,” upon last year’s No. 10 ranked
he said. “We executed our finish. The possibility for the
systems really well. We created Lakers to end with a very
turnovers and had a couple high finish is something junior
breakaways, and their goalies Loechli said is a dream of both
came up big. Our goalies hers and the team’s.
played great as well, but our
“I know it’s possible for
mistakes were exaggerated our team to be first,” she said.
a little bit because the other “I probably would never have
teams capitalized on them.”
been that excited in my life if
After dropping the two we do that. Just thinking about
close games against Michigan it gets me excited and my
State and Lindwood, Kowalski adrenaline going, and I know it
said the team’s unfortunate gets the team excited. It means
results will provide them extra
the world to me, and I’m so
motivation for nationals in two proud of myself and my team
weeks.
to be a part of this.”
“The puck just did not
The No. 4 seeded Lakers
bounce our way,” she said. will skate at the National
“All the teams are so evenly
Championship tournament set
matched, it all comes do\Vn to
to begin in Blaine, Minn., on
drive and who wants it more. March 11.
I know that after losing this
gmonahan @ lanthorn .corn
weekend, we have that want

By Greg Monahan

Rouble provolone. real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts, lettuce, tomato. A mayo.
(Try it on my 7 grain while wheat bread. This veggie
sandwich is world class!)

★ * JIMMYJ0HNS.COM * *

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB*

★ SIDES ★

Rust heel, turkey breast, lettace. tomato. A mayo
In American classic, certainly aat invented by J J but
definitely tweaked and line tuned to perfection!

* Soda Pep.............. ...... ............. .. $1.JS/$15!
* Giant chocolate chip er oatmeal raisin caskie .. SI 51
* leal potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle ... SO 39
* Extra lead ef meat.. ..................... ..............$175
* TirracVeseerettraavocade spread............ $1.70

* Mat Peppers...... ......... . ...................... $170

FREEBIES (SUBS t CLUBS ONLY)
Baton lettuce, alfalfa sprints, tomato, mayo, sliced
cacamber lijaa mastard. oil t vintfir. aad arefaai

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN’

#15 CLUB TUNA*

The same as our 03 Totally Tuna except this one has
a let mere Fresh housemade tuna salad, provalone.
sprouts cucumber lettuce A tomato

This sandwich was invented by
Jimmy Jibe's brother Naey It s huge
enough to leed the hungriest el all
hamaas! Taas at geaaa salami, sliced
snaked ham. capicala. roast heel,
tarkey A pravoltne. jammed inti
one if ear homemade French baas
then smothered with enieas maya.
lettace. tenure, 1 aur homemade
Italian dressing

#16 CLUB LULU*

fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon lettuce tomato.
A mayo (JJ s original turkey A kacu club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER®
Real appleweed smoked ham and bacon with lettace
remare A mayo what culd he better'

WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALLENDALE

4814 LAKE MICHIGAN DR.

616.892.2

YOW MOM WANTS YOU TO CAT AT JIMRHY JOHN'S!**
' ms mi mt ini red) jeei

mu jMrifitaciisMu mi nuts mum

t» hnm re* »n*i ?»hti iirdm tiwtn

5* week of Recydemania

©
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Wrestlers tie for first at national qualifying meet
After holding conference title for past 10 years, Lakers split victory with Southern Illinois University
to relinquish half of it to meet, set to begin on March
11 in Hampton, Va.
Southern Illinois University
“The conference title isn’t
was a foreign concept to the
It might not have ended athletes.
necessarily a huge deal to us,”
quite how some would have
“It was a letdown,” said Frey said. “We’re really more
hoped, but Grand Valley State
junior
Brad
worried about
University’s wrestling team
‘Not winning the
the
national
Frey.
“Not
still left the North Central
winning the title
title.
We’re
title
has
never
Conference tournament on
has never been a
going to spend
Saturday with a piece of the
been a thought
thought of ours,
the next two
title.
weeks getting
of ours, so tying
so tying came
“We expected to win
better and fixing
out of nowhere.
came out of
outright and when we had to
what needs to
Southern Illinois
settle for a tie, it took a little bit
nowhere.”
got a lot of pins
be fixed. We
of it away from winning,” said
need to get our
for bonus points
BRAD
FREY
seniorCorey Melinn. “Sharing and we had a
mental
game
GVSU JUNIOR
at least gives us something to
few breaks that
straight
and
remember and focus on when hurt us.”
prepare to win
we’re training next week for
As important
it all.”
the national meet.”
as a victory is, however, the
The Lakers had a tendency
After
winning
the Lakers said they are placing to put themselves behind early
conference title outright the stronger focus on the national
in their matches, but they
last 10 years running, having
were able to battle back and
still place favorably in their
weight divisions.
Experienced Attorney
“There were a few matches
3 IVliles from Campus
where kids had to dig down
www.davidknoestcrplc.com
deep and grit out the end
of the matches,” Frey said.
“Guys showed some really
strong heart today. We’re
always good about collecting
our thoughts and coming back
to finish strong.”
Teams from seven states
competed at the tournament
hosted by GVSU and held in

By Curtis Kalleward
GVL Staff Writer
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Boardwalk Subs
jersey style subs, soup 0 salads

Buy One 15”Sub Combo, Get One 15” Sub FREE!
Standale Walker

Kentwood

College students
ALWAYS receive
10% Discount,
even without a coupon

5422 S Division
Kentwood, MI 49548
616.724.2492
www.boardwalksubs.net

4154 lilke Michigan Dr.

Stamldle-Walker, Mi 49504
616.453.7275
Mot valid with any other oflrrv Must prrvnt cnupon. | Expiree 1.22.10

GVL Archive

The wrestling team tied with Southern Illinois University in the North Central Conference tournament.

Caledonia. Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville
proved to be the toughest of
them all, tying the Lakers
with an overall score of 201.5
points.
“We competed in each
match with confidence and an
attitude that we could win,”
said SIUE head coach David
Ray. “The teams we faced
have helped us to prepare and
be competitive in the NCWA
national tournament.”
Ray’s comments on the
upcoming national tournament
were echoed by Melinn, who
added the team needs to focus
on what’s ahead of them, not
what lies behind. Last year,
the Lakers finished as national
runner-ups.
“We have to keep working
hard,” Melinn said. “If
everyone wrestles to their
full potential, we should
be able to compete for the
championship.”
To officially clinch the

GVL Archivi

GVSU prepares to attend the national tournament on March 11-13.

top spot at the meet, GVSU
head coach Bolhuis said the
Lakers need seven men to
finish in the top three in their
respective weight divisions,
with two of them reaching the
final match.

“It’s going to be tough ”
Melinn said. “All of the othqr
teams are gunning for us and
this is the toughest that the
league has ever been.”

ckalleward@ lanthorn .com

Main St. Pub
----------

Food • Fun

St.PaCCy s

£

Day

*""•!* UII
Starting out with

Kegs and Eggs
8am -11 am

Bneakfast Buffet only

Gunniess Pints

t

for the 2010/2011 School Year

Writers
Receptionist
Photographers
Graphic Designer
Copy Editors
Cartoonist

starting at
#0.$0

at 8am

and going up $.50 every half off until they reach $4 and
holding at $4 until Midnight.

Green Beer is $2.50 a mug and we will be having
green Jello shots on special and $5 Irish Car Bombs
We,
vviLLalsojIiaveLisiween Featuwe
.vwr
■ wmw*”
Dpfnks^anollpfsHiRaodispNeGfalg. alii Day,

V

. V Pill

All POSITIONS ARE PAID. INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE.

Rememben Euenyone Is
IRISH FOR A DAY
So Come Be IRISH WITH US

fltfRItttfUMBUFFlS;,
to pick up an application
* LOWER KIRKHOF ROOM 0051

OFFttlMttlNM
Deadline to submit applications is noon, Friday March

5th

Look out for upcoming
March Madness specials at the pub!
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Kort retains throne at Last Laker Standing
Weekend snow kept Pete Dominick away, did not stop laughter filling Kirkhoffor finals of stand-up comedy competition
By Coty Levandoski
GVL Staff Writer

* There was literally a
full house for Friday’s Last
Laker Standing finals, as
those who had not arrived
when doors opened at 8:30
p.m. stood at the back of

the Kirkhof Center’s Grand
River Room, where Greg
Kort delivered his winning
set for the second year in a
row.
While weather conditions
Friday did not affect guest
attendance, comedian Pete

GVL / Eric Coulter

The audience voted junior Greg Kort as the Last Laker Standing.

Dominick could not make
his scheduled performance
as host for the show’s fourth
annual outing.
Filling
in
for
him
was
Reese
Waters,
a
Washington, D.C., native
who has appeared on “Live
at Gotham” and Comedy
Central’s
“Michael
and
Michael Have Issues.”
“Usually 1 get calls for
college shows like these,
and they turn out to be talent
shows, which is the worst,”
Waters said. “You have to
watch what you say because
everyone’s family is there.
You can’t make fun of the
kids performing; it’s just no
fun as a comedian.”
Waters said he was quite
impressed
with
Grand
Valley State University’s
own comedic talent.
“College shows like this
usually have two or three
comedians, and at least
one of those three usually
aren't quite on par with the
others,”* he said. “It was
nice to be part of a show

with five solid performers. I student audience along with
was definitely impressed by four GVSU professional
staff members cast paper
each of them.”
The proceedings started ballots to choose the three
with
the Grand
River finalists.
“You do these things just
Room going dark, the only
bulbs in operation being for the sheer enjoyment of
being
on
the spotlights
“It was nice to
stage
and
shining
upon
performing,
be part of a show
the
stage.
not for the
Waters
with five solid
prizes and
performed
a
performers. I
accolades,”
40-minute set
Monahan
before
Joel
was definitely
said.
Wood took the
impressed by each
With
stage as the first
of them.”
sets
based
contestant.
on
topics
“Stage
REESE WATERS
ranging from
fright is always
COMEDIAN, HOST
racism and
my
biggest
squirrels to
problem,” said
finalist Greg Monahan. “You “Toy Story” and marijuana,
usually have a set game plan the third-, second- and firstwalking onstage, but tonight place finishers were awarded
I just tossed mine aside and a GPS system, a Nintendo
Wii gaming system with an
improvised my entire set.”
Each
contestant
was additional controller and
given up to 10 minutes to game and a Blu-Ray player
present entirely new material complete with a stack of
for the judges, with Reese DVDs, respectively.
Reese announced the
performing between each
of them. By night’s end, the winners onstage, with Joel

Wood taking third, Jessica
Sudy, the only female,
placed second and junior
Greg Kort reclaiming his
crown.
“The first stand-up act I
ever did was a talent show
my sophomore year of high
school,” Kort said. “This
is something I just do for
fun, and I don’t really have
any intentions of making
a career out of it ... But if
someone were to approach
me, I might entertain the
idea.”
Reese was not familiar
with the format of Last
Laker Standing, which is
modeled after NBC’s own
“Last Comic Standing.”
“It was nice to see this
competition though, I know
it’s something I thrive upon
myself,” he said. “The
opportunity to both put on
or participate in something
like this as a student is such
a genius idea ... I think I
should enroll here next
fall”

clevandoski@lanthorn.com

Arts at Noon features
composer David Gluck
By Haley Otman
GVL A&E Editor

The l^anthom spoke with
Professor David Gluck, chair
of the studio composition
department
at
SUNYPurchase, who will perform
on campus Wednesday as part
of the Arts at Noon series. The
“David Gluck and Friends”
performance will be in the
Cook De-Witt Center on Grand
State
University’s
Valley
Allendale Campus. Gluck is a
founding member of Rhythm
& Brass and a composer
whose works have been
commissioned throughout the
country.

Lanthorn: How did you
begin playing percussion?

was performed on stage would
be embraced by the audience
if it was based on honesty and
sincerity. At this point. Rhythm
& Brass performs everything
from original compositions to
Ellington, Bach Shostakovich,
Radiohead and Beck.

Lanthorn: What is your
favorite part of the composing
process?
Gluck: My favorite part is
honoring the “question mark.”
Composing is an elusive
endeavor. I enjoy putting forth
an idea, guiding it along the
way, but then letting it dictate
its own path. It’s about the
process, not necessarily about
the final outcome, sort of like
life itself.

David Gluck: My mother
Lanthorn:
Which
became tired of hearing pots
commissioned
and
pans
piece of yours
“I firmly believe
being banged
are you most
on, so my
that all music is
proud of?
grandparents
Gluck*
valid and needs to
bought
me
Well, I have to
exist.”
my
first
be honest, the
snare drum
piece I will be
at the age of
DAVID GLUCK
performing with
4. I thought
COMPOSER AND
Henry Duitman
the metallic
PERCUSSIONIST
and the GVSU
sound
that
orchestra,
the
snares
Nagaiana’s “Nemesis” is one
made was nothing less than of my favorites, even though
magical and otherworldly. I
I don’t like to play that game
began taking private drum (selecting favorites, that is). It
lessons in the fourth grade. In was the first commission that I
addition, I played trumpet in was asked to write that would
the school band from sixth to feature myself. I usually don’t
eighth grade.
like to feature myself. Music

Lanthorn: Describe the
founding of Rhythm & Brass.
Gluck: The group began
in 1993. Four of the six
members, including myself,
were previous members of
another group. That is how
we knew each other. Our main
objective — to play music that
we loved and nothing else. We
believed that anv music that

is much more of a force than
an individual person. Another
recent commission that I’m
proud of is one I received from
The United Air-Force Band
of Mid-America. It is titled
“Auroral Skies.” The band
decided to title their yearly
recording after it. They did an
exceptional job at interpreting
it. Kudos to all involved.

Lanthorn: What projects
are you working on now?
Gluck: For the past two
years I’ve been focusing on a
new group that my wife Nicole
and I put together. Nicole plays
oboe. The other members play
bassoon, piano, vocals, and me
on percussion. The name of the
group is “Madera Vox,” which
is a hybrid term that translates
easily into “Wooden Voices.”
I am also the composer and
arranger for the group.
We were recently showcased
at the Chamber Music Society
convention in New York
City. Currently we have two
recordings
available.
We
perform everything from Chick
Corea to Kurt Weill to Kurt
Cobain. I also am constantly
active at SUNY Purchase,
where I teach as a professor
of Studio Composition. My
performances tend to be multi
disciplinary in nature in that
they include dancers, visual
artists and writers.

Lanthorn: Who else will
you be performing with at
GVSU?
Gluck: For the noon-time
recital I will be assisted by such
distinguished GVSU music
faculty as Richard Stoelzel on
trumpet, Mark Williams on
trombone and Giuseppe Lupis
on piano. Certainly an added
bonus for me. I’m so gracious.

Lanthorn: What type of set
list are you planning?
Gluck: Certainly an eclectic
one. Six of the pieces that I
will perform on mallets will be
accompanied by pre-recorded
electronic
accompaniments
that were created by me and
one of my colleagues at SUNY
Purchase, Dan Castellani. The
recital will mostly contain
music that 1 wrote in addition
to Chick Corea and Thelonious
Monk. The recital will have a
logical but, perhaps, slightly
unusual “flow” to it.

Lanthorn: Do you have any
other comments?

Courtesy Photo / GVSU Art* Calendar

Famed composer David Gluck will perform on campus Wednesday

Gluck: Throughout my life
I have been fortunate to have
been influenced by people who
have provided me with a vast
and diverse musical landscape.
This is certainly reflected in
the music that I offer.
My musical mentors seem
to be individuals who have
transcended the superficialities
of genres and styles. Whether
it be Duke Ellington, l^ouis
Armstrong, Kurt Weill or a host
of other musical stalwarts, they
all have seemed to comment
on the fact that there are really
only two types of music, good
and bad, and that translates
into music you like or dislike.
I firmly believe that all music
is valid and needs to exist.

arts® lanthorn jcom

Courtesy Photo / Slimbuddha

Slimbuddha Records, a Grand Rapids-based recording studio, accepts artists in all types of music.
They hosted a show at The Venue on Friday featuring Apocolypto, Big Nick and Young Sizzle.

Slimbuddha, good vibrations
Slimbuddha Records has partnered with Michigan
Bands, Michigan Monster to record in Grand Rapids

With top-of-the-line
equipment and a stable of
promising new acts from
lock to hip-hop, Slimbuddha
Records is in the driver’s
seat. Friday night I was
literally riding shotgun, when
Slimbuddha president and
owner Troy Horton picked
me up on the way to setup
for a show at The Venue in
Standale.
In the five years since
Horton started his studio
just outside Muskegon, he
and his team have been
able to make to plenty of
genuine connections in the
burgeoning local industry
and the move to Grand
Rapids has become a
promising venture.
“We’re a dynamic
company,” Horton said. “We
make changes on the fly
every day.”
Michigan Bands and
Michigan Monster are two of
the largest groups working
on music in Michigan today
and Slimbuddha has been
fortunate enough to form a
partnership with both.
“Why record somewhere
else7’ Horton said. "We
have everything you need to
record right here and we have
all the gear to help promote
new artists once they record.”
I was excited to see
Horton become fully
involved in all aspects of his
operation once we arrived at

the The Venue. From setup to
Slimbuddha is unique
in that they cater to anyone
promotion to playing tunes,
he’s the man and his phone
who wants to get their hands
into music. They recently
never stops ringing.
Setting up for a live show
changed from being a private
is a hectic business and there
label to a public studio with
is no shortage
several outlets
“We're getting
of colorful
for all levels of
language
experience.
the job done for
and minor
“We’re
new artists... to
spats with the
not limited to
give the bands
venue’s staff,
just one type
but ultimately
of music,”
everything they
it is all about
said recording
need.”
being able to
engineer
offer quality
Sergio
TROY HORTON
LaFrance.
live music to
SLIMBUDDHA
the public.
“There is a
PRESIDENT AND
“I’m going
lot of diverse
OWNER
to go nuts for
talent here and
one hour,”
we definitely
Horton said before we sat
don’t discriminate when it
down together.
comes to bands we want to
work with.”
Horton, when he’s not
working, is a laid-back guy
Friday’s show was a
and quite an accommodating
perfect example. Hip-hop
host, offering drinks and
and rock ‘n’ roll combined
constantly asking me how I
forces all night with seven
was doing. The man loves his acts all together, including
job and was pleased to talk
solid performances from
Apocolypto, Big Nick and
about it.
Young Sizzle. Music and
“We’re really accessible
drinks were flowing and
and we’re able to talk with
just about anyone who wanLs
Slimbuddha was helming the
wheel.
to do something with music,”
“Every day is a new
Horton said. “We’re getting
the job done for new artists
adventure,” said Nick Harris,
and we’re here to give the
Slimbuddha’s sound engineer
bands everything they need.”
and producer. “Were kx)king
In the future Horton
to be more active and
hopes to take Slimbuddha
offer a legit setup in a very
to a place where both the
accessible place.”
employees and the artist are
Slimbuddha is ready
comfortable.
to access the larger
“I want to take it to a level
demographic in Grand
where we don’t get too big,
Rapids and as far as I’ve
seen, they’re poised to
but remain a powerful source
make an impact in the West
for music," he said. “No
matter how big we get I want
Michigan music scene.
it to have that personal feel.”
ebrumback @ Linthorn rom
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CLASSIFIED RATES
DEADLINES: Noon Friday for Monday
E mail your classifieds:

Noon Wednesday for Thursday

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTS/
NONPROFIT

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

60$/word
55$/word
50$/word

55c/word
50c/word
45$/word

0051 KIRKHOF

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

Allendale Campus

331 2460

MO® per week up to 25 words,
Each additional word 25C

mM

Cans taken Monday-Friday. 9-4

mm

Employment
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1 -800-965-6520. ext. 226.

_______ Housing_______
The Village at 48 West. Stop
in Today! Rates starting at
only $395! 616.895.2400 or
www.48west.com for more
info

I.akeshore Pregnancy ('enter
of Allendale
4623 Lake Michigan Dr.
Allendale, MI 49401 -A
(next to Speedway)

Copper
Beech
Townhomes...the
most
space for the best price! 1, 2,
3, or 4 bedroom units! Lo
cated in Allendale on 48th
Street. Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copprbeechtownhomes.com
for more information.

616 895-1893
-

www.lakeshorepregnancycenters.com

Prciinana lesting. Peer Counseling, Pre-Natal & Parenting
( lasses. Abortion Information and Community Referrals

Female roommate wanted for
house in Jenison. 10 minute
drive to Allendale. $350 per
month including utilities.
Flexible leases. Move in
ASAP. Boumas@ferris.edu
FREE HEAT at Full Circle
Townhomes! Live Green at
Allendale’s only LEED® Sil
ver certified townhomes.
Free digital cable, high speed
internet, and water. Rent
from $430 per person. Only 4
units left! 616.558.8853 or
www.fullcirclegvsu.edu
Large 6 bedroom 2 1/2 bath.
House for rent starting May
1, 2001. Each bedroom is
oversized. Home has a huge
fenced in backyard with vol
leyball court and fire pit.
Rent includes all utilities,
trash, wireless Internet/cable
TV, and full laundry. Also
partially furnished conven
iently located on Lake Michi
gan Dr. yet still secluded.
Please
e-mail
to
dkfaul@sbcglobal.net or call
Kelly at 616-453-0923

Daft Improvement!)
by Joshua Kovach

Across
1. Comp. Programming elements
5. Half an order offish
9. With dinner or coffee
14. Southern Israeli city
15. Middle Eastern country
16. Political pawn Gonzalez
17. Santa Maria companion
18. Cutting remark, cut short
19. Proclaim
20. Eye drop?
i
21. Retract, on a computer
22. Rave light, perhaps
23. Among stars
26. Collectible
27. Wade opponent
28. Chunk of marble
32. Along the line of rotation
35. Sprinted
37. Water like glass
38. Second improvement
40. Third improvement
42. Hospital helpers, for short
43. Work with oars
45. Stat. analysis
46. Great GPA
48. Vila or Saget
50. Swiss river
51. Their time stands still
57. Warning fire
60. Furry Endorian
61. Wendy's dog
62. Access the internet
63. Ad watcher org.
64. Dull color
65. 2,009 years ago
66. Celestial bear
67. “__Almighty” (2007 film)
68. Gardener's nemeses
69. Equal
70. Try again
Down
1. Starbucks size

2. Alf or Spock
3. Attacked, in a way
4. Glared (2 words)
5. Not covered by warranty
6. Go off on
(complain)
7. First improvement
8. Like most movies
9. Current wizard
10. Sacrificial tables
11. Skewed opinion
12. Tardy
13. Cabinet dept.
24. King or stick
25. Tree appendage
29. Mayo property
30. High cards
31. Ernie’s pal
32. Magical word
33. Lawless character
34. “____boy!”

36. Relating to birth
39. Automaton prefix
41. Fourth improvement
44. Aroused from sleep
47. Where one might study
49. Caution
50. Fishy admiral
52. Tears apart
53. Like Odin or Loki
54. Maneuver, like a snowboarder
55. Massage
56. “_____ to drugs”
57. Move smoothly
58. Solo
59. American poet James

See Answers on Lanthorn.com

Be our guest this summer
Pick up some extra.credits, or stay one step ahead of the competition. Enrolling in'Spring/Summer classes
at Wayne State University as a guest student is the perfect way to do both, Enrollment is quick and easy.
With five convenient locations in Macomb, Oakland and Wayne counties and hundreds of courses to
choose from, Spring/Summer is a smart way to get ahead. Spring classes start May 10. Summer classes
start June 30. Priority registration is open now. Visit summer.wayne.edu to apply as a guest student.
ATm muntK
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Artists, auctions,

The day the
laughter died

community unite for
'Live' fundraising event
By Nicolle Martin
GVL Staff Writer

For the past 10 years, the
UICA has celebrated the union
of art and community with Live
Coverage, an event featuring
more than 50 local artists
creating pieces of art before the
spectators’ eyes.
“Live Coverage is UlCA’s
biggest fundraiser of the year,”
said Phil Meade, public relations
manager. “The artwork created
at the event is then auctioned off
in silent auctions to the highest
bidder. The event also features
live music, delicious food and a
cash bar.”
Meade said Live Coverage
would be a great opportunity
for students to connect with
established artists and network.
He also believes it is a unique
chance to see how artists work
and learn from their technique.
Each year, Live Coverage
has a different theme; this year’s
theme is based around the
UlCA’s move to a new building.
Apart from the constructionthemed decoration, Meade
also said part of this theme is

celebrating the UlCA’s past,
present and future.
Among the artists is Grand
Valley State University alumnus
Geoffrey Holstad ,whograduated
in 2(X)8 with a bachelor’s of fine
arts in illustration and currently
works as a freelance illustrator.
As a member of the UICA for
the past year, this is Holstad’s
first attempt as an artist for Live
Coverage.
“I’m looking forward to the
work that everyone else is going
to make, seeing friends and
making something,” he said.
“My work is inspired by the
images and culture derived from
humans and their interaction
with nature.”
A lot of Holstad’s work uses
mid-century images such as
camping and hiking and images
of simple living.
“These
images
gain
new meaning in today’s
environmental context,” he
said.
Contributing artist Maureen
Nollette said the chance to see
another’s studio practice is not
one available on an every day

Courtesy Photo / Terry Johnston
The Live Coverage fundraiser at the UICA will take place March 13.

basis.
"This event allows you
to have an extended studio
visit with about 50 different
artists,” Nollette said. “I like to
watch other artists make their
work - the level of focus and
concentration inside this loud,
crowded room is admirable.”
Live Coverage will take
place on March 13, from 6:30
p.m. to II p.m. The cost of
admission may be steep for the
average college student ($60 for
members, $70 for nonmembers),
but students are encouraged to
volunteer for the UICA, which
would allow free access to the

event.
“We put a lot of effort into
creating an exciting environment
for guests and getting the best
artists to participate,” Meade
said. “Live Coverage is also
about highlighting local artists
and showing people the creative
process behind the art.”
For more information on the
UICA and how to volunteer, visit
http://www.uica.org. To check
out Holstad’s and Nollette’s
collections, visit http.V/www.
geoffreyholstad.com and http://
www.nollettestudio.com,
respectively.
nmartin @ lanthorn £om

Townhouses
And Apartments

“Wc guarantee the lowest rates per person!'

Call Today!
616*895*4001

bedroom c

4
Starting @ §
O

brand NEW
Apartments
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townhouses
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from Campus !
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Visit us on the web @ www.gvtownhouscs.com
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I think some of the first
laughs I remember growing
up came from Adam Sandler
and Chris Farley at their
peaks, both veterans of
Saturday Night Live by
the time they’d made their
breakout films
But we wouldn’t have
had them, or any of the other
entertainers of today that
made their start on that same
show without the man who
starred in the first skit of the
first episode that aired in
1975.
John Adam Belushi died
of a speedball overdose
on March 5,1982, at
Bungalow No. 3 of the
Chateau Marmont on Sunset
Boulevard. The last two men
to see him alive were Robert
DeNiro and Robin Williams.
His film career, which
was obviously cut short,
overshadows his fellow cast
members who have gone
on to lead long, healthy
(for the most part) lives. He
was tapped for roles in both
“Ghostbusters” and “Once
Upon A Time In America,”
which would end up going
to Bill Murray and James
Woods, respectively.
The character of “Bluto”
in Animal House is still
engrained in society as
the prototypical frat boy:
grunting, boozing and
academically inept. Posters
of the character adorn
college dorms worldwide,
and thousands of freshmen
men make their way onto
campuses every fall sporting
the famed “College” shirt
as if they’re the first clever
enough to do so.
And then there was Jake
Blues, brother of Elwood.
It all came about as
Belushi tried to convince
Dan Aykroyd to join the SNL
cast at a speakeasy, where
Aykroyd put on a blues
record, sparking a musical
revolution within Belushi
— who had previously
sworn by rock ‘n’ roll. The
musical director of SNL
later suggested the pair do
a musical sketch, which
eventually led to the birth
of their popular “Blues
Brothers” act.

1

John Landis would take
“The Blues Brothers” to the
big screen in 1980, bringing
Belushi to the height of his
stardom.
For a man who would
ask to borrow a $20 bill
from new acquaintances
and subsequently judge
them from their reactions
at his request, Belushi was
notoriously generous and
helpful to those close to him.
His business manager once
suggested he collect on the
numerous loans he had lent
out to friends and family, but
Belushi refused.
He had promised his wife
Judy in 1982 that his rabid
cocaine use would stop soon,
but she’d never see the day.
The epitaph on his tombstone
once read, “He made us
laugh, and now he can make
us think.” The grave is now
unmarked, as grounds crews
were constantly cleaning up
when small parties held near
his plot began taking place on
a regular basis.
Belushi, River Phoenix,
Farley, Heath Ledger; the
list goes on and on and on
of those we’ve lost to drug
use, even when Farley should
have learned from Belushi,
and Ledger should have paid
more attention to Phoenix’s
untimely death.
But they didn’t, and here
we are, wondering how many
more times Belushi and
Farley would have made us
laugh and lamenting over the
performances Phoenix and
Ledger would have delivered
well into their grey years.
As Philip K. Dick once
wrote, “Let them play again,
in some other way, and let
them be happy.”

clevandoski@ lanthorn .corn

Courtesy Photo I belushi.com
Comedian and SNL star John

Belushi died March 5, 1982.

